
  Construction                      

Update 

 

Monday marked the first day of action with security fencing going up, staging areas set and a 

Bobcat moving supplies for the Patient Centered Renovation. As Larry said:  “It just got real!”   

Staging is on the west side of the hospital, and is a strict “no musing zone”.  To soothe your 

curiosity (and ours!) we’ll provide regular updates via Facebook, email, and print posters within 

our facility. We will also make information available on our website.   

Phase one is the addition of 1240 sq ft clinic space on the west side of the 

Family Health Care Clinic. The addition will include:  

 ► 4 new exam rooms 

 ►  a new provider office 

 ► a nurses station 

 ► office space for clinic quality coordinator, (Julie Worcester) 
 

Within the next ten days, most of the greenspace in the area shown, west of 

the clinic will disappear.  Trees will be removed; the John Whitfield sculpture 

will be moved and placed out of harm’s way; the brick facing will be removed 

from the  west side of the clinic.  Dr. Dolezal’s west office and exam room 

windows will be boarded up in preparation for the addition.  Things will be 

humming, and we expect to see: 

 

 ► earthwork 

 ► footings poured 
 

So, what does this mean to you—a patient or a visitor? The good news is, the parking will be unchanged, and no     

construction parking is allowed in the front (main) parking lot. The front door into the hospital and clinic will remain 

unchanged—for now!  Dr. Dolezal’s office and exam rooms will lose the view of  Kansas sunsets, but will remain        

intact—except for one, down the road a few weeks, which will become a hallway and entry into the new addition. 
 

For the architectural floor plans and a glance at what lies ahead, check out the information on the back of this page! 
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 What’s next? 

By the end of June, we can expect to see: 

►underground work complete 

►the new clinic space slab poured 

► the start of the erection of the steel 

structures 
 

Phase 1 is scheduled to be completed and 

move-in completed October 4. This space 

will be used for workers displaced by the 

upcoming Phase2! 
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 Dolezal’s office & exam rooms 


